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ABOUT I WITNESS 

IWITNESS has over 10 years of experience 
providing body worn video solutions to  
police departments and various law 
enforcement agencies. We at IWitness are 
committed to our mission of utilizing tech-
nology for a safer tomorrow. We are proud 
of developing our bodycams ensuring 
advanced technology, superior quality, and 
innovative and user-friendly designs. 

Reliable backup can be a matter of life and 
death. This is something everyone knows. 
Knowing you can count on professional 
backup provides peace of mind and makes 
it possible to focus on the job 100%. This 
is why we, at IWitness, are constantly wor-
king at innovating our products so that we 
can indeed be your additional backup. 

Video IW1 IW2 IW4G

Resolution up to 1296 (30fps) up to 1296 (30fps) up to 1080 (50fps)

format MOV MP4 MP4

Lens field of view 140 degrees 140 degrees up to 130 degrees (adjustable)

Watermark on video yes yes yes

Snapshot function yes (JPEG) yes (JPEG) yes (JPEG)

Camera

Password protected yes yes yes

Pre-record  (with audio) yes yes yes

Post record (with audio) yes yes yes

One touch recording yes yes yes

Infrared yes yes

Flashlight yes yes

Wifi yes yes

File tagging snapshot yes yes

4G live streaming yes 

Ptt function ( push to talk) yes

UV light (for document validation) yes

Secure videostorage on camera yes yes yes

GPS (GEO tagging) yes yes yes

GPS (real time) yes

Audio message yes yes

Weight     grams/ounce 110/3,88 150/5,29 167/5,89

Waterproof IP65 IP65 IP67

Memory* 32G (secured) 32G (secured) 32G (secured)

Alarm button yes

Man down function yes

Two way audio yes

Battery

Battery life** 6-8 hours 6-8 hours
non-stop (removable battery 
and 10 min internal battery)

Charging time 3-4 hours 4-6 hours 4-5 hours

Software

Local/server yes yes yes

Cloud yes yes yes

Encrypted yes yes yes

Accesoiries and mounts
multiple accesoiries, mounts and docks available for all IWItness  
models ( multidocks up to 10 cameras)

* Standard memory is 32G , can be up to 168G
**Environemental conditions, camera settings and age may increase or decrease specifications
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The body worn camera market is growing fast. The idea of creating a record of interactions between the police and 
the public has many benefits like improved safety, transparency, increased professionalism, more peaceful public 
interactions and accountability of police officers and the public.
The popularity of the bodycam is understandable for those who look at the figures. A bodycam contributes to a 
considerable decrease in the number of acts of violence; Also, a bodycam enhances the sense of awareness and 
security amongst the staff. 

Other advantages of using bodycams:
✔   productivity increases 
✔   decrease of complaints against officers
✔   lower legal fees thanks to digital evidence
✔   video feedback as a training tool
✔   remote support
✔   improved professionalism 
✔    lone worker solution (distant assistance and  

supervision in potentially dangerous a/o complex situations)

We have redefined the term backup and can assist you in various ways. For example, recording  
evidentiary material or watching live and immediately providing support and backup when needed.
IWitness provides you with an eyewitness at all times.

Now introducing IW4G “the” new standard in body worn cameras.

4G Live streaming

ALWAYS HAVE A WITNESS WITH YOU
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            The IWITNESS 1 is a 
rugged powerhouse weighing only 110 
grams. Very easy to operate without exter-
nal, unsafe cables or moving parts that 
can break off. This bodycam allows you 
to record hours of hands-free video and 
audio in Full HD-quality. The camera 
has Wi-Fi and an infrared camera. The 
IW1 comes standard with docking sta-
tion, USB cable, 360˚ clip, 220V plug, 
IManage Basic (software). You will 
never miss crucial moments from just 
before or just after your film incidents, 
thanks to the pre and post record.

              The IWITNESS 2 is a revolutionary 
bodycam with an abundance of innovations. Next to many 
of the IW1 features the IW2 has two powerful LED lights making it 
possible to film after dark or to use as a flashlight even when you 
are not filming. The IW2 is the first bodycam that talks to you. It 
produces an audio message when a video and audio recording has 
been started and when it is stopped. This way, you notify people 
clearly that you will be recording the incident. You can make 
close-ups thanks to the zoom feature, and the LCD display allows 
you to immediately playback all photos and video’s if immediate 
clarification is needed.

                           The new IW4G combines 
most functions of the IW1 and IW2. Furthermore, 
the IW4G has the revolutionary option to live 
stream video (and audio) real time over a 
4G network without any un-save cables or 
external units. This allows you to monitor, 
guide and counsel your staff real time 
from the police station or HQ. Needles 
to say that this feature can really 
safe lives in case of an emergency. 
Thanks to the built in battery you 
will never go out of power, you can 
change batteries while filming and 
streaming. The IW4G also has a 
UV (ultra violet) light on board that 
can assist you with authentication 
of documents, money, and can 
detect evidence at a crime scene. 
Combined with its PTT function 
(push to talk) the IW4G is the most 
complete bodycam there is.
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